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If you are viewing this booklet on a screen, you can click on the
links above to go directly to the desired page.
You can also return to the table of contents by clicking on the
button Table of contents at the bottom of each page.

Prerequisites
Qu’est-ce
que Picobo?

This is where the fun begins!
The optional rules and Picobo Survolté allow you to take
the game beyond your expectations.

Before getting into action, make sure you know the basic
instructions. You can find them in the Picobo Classic
booklet.
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Maths 101 101
Arithmetic

Are your math lessons far away in your head?
Don't worry, we're here to refresh your memory.
Nothing too complex, we promise!

This short lesson could help you later, when you will need to compile
your points. What you have to remember is very simple: PEMDAS.
This memo can help you understand the priority of operations in a
mathematical equation. 3 rules are important to remember:
• The calculations contained in parentheses have priority.
• Exponents have priority over multiplication, addition and subtraction.
• Multiplications have priority over additions and subtractions.
Examples:
4 + (-1) = 3
3 x (-2) = -6

(-2) x (-2) = -4
(-1) + 3² = 8

1+2x2=5
(-3) + 1 x 2³ = 5

You can always refer to this lesson when in doubt.
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Adaptable
Rôle
des pièces
tokens

Adaptable tokens can be used to
count the points at the end of a
game.

Tokens

Value

Description

5 points

1 point per round token (Picobo side)

10 points

10 points per rectangular token (Picobo side)

50 points

10 points + 5 points (Picobo side)

100 points

10 points x 2 (Picobo side)

-5 points

(-1) point per round token (dotted side)

-10 points

(-10) points per rectangular token (dotted side)

-50 points

10 points + (-5) points (dotted side)

-100 points

10 points + (-10) points (dotted side)
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Optional rules

You will see, the optional rules give access to a whole different
world!
While spicing up the game, they give great flexibility on the game
play.
Once the basics are well established, you can adapt the level of
difficulty and the variants as you wish!
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"Dugas" rule (1)

When playing a duel (2 players), you can use
the “Dugas” rule to add a psychological
touch, or mind game if you prefer.

• In this variant, the Connectors in your hand are hidden face down from
the other players.
• They are also placed face down on the surface.
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"Dugas" rule (2)

• When a Picobo is placed on the surface, on the same row or column as a
Connector and before the next encountered Picobo, the Connector is
then turned over and revealed permanently.

• Example

Field of action
Flipped tokens
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The Stockpile (1)

The Stockpile tokens can be used
when playing with Connectors
(or in High Voltage mode). They go
hand in hand with power operations.

It is important to shuffle the Stockpile tokens before you start the game.
• The tokens should be placed in a stack, face down.
• The stack contains both Power Supplies and Connectors.
• You can draw only after performing a Power Operation (see Power
Operations).
• Note: If the Stockpile is used up, it can no longer be used. Power
Operations therefore have no more effects, except for the power of 4 (see
Power Operations: Actions).
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The Stockpile (2)

Important!
Depending on the number of players, the tokens placed in the Stockpile
are different.

Number of players

Stockpile tokens

2

3

4

5
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Power Operations

Power Operations can be performed
when using Connectors . They give
access to additional actions.

• Power Operations do not need to be adjacent to any of the player's
Picobos to be effective.

Types of operations
Power of 2

Power of 3

Squared

Cube

Examples:

Power of 4

Examples:

Examples:

= (2²)

= (2³)

= (2⁴)

= (0²)

= (0³)

= (0⁴)

= ((-3)²)

= ((-3)³)

= ((-3)⁴)
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Power Operations: Actions

Reminder: when playing at Picobo Classic, you can place 1 or 2 tokens of your
choice on the surface during your turn.
Completing a Power Operation gives you the opportunity to play
additional actions:
Power of 2

Power of 3

Power of 4

• After performing a Power Operation, you can draw a token from the
Stockpile.
• You can then decide to play the token immediately or save it for later.

Power of 3

Power of 4

• Only during the same turn, the drawn token has the power to crush
another token already placed on the surface, by placing it on top.
Power of 4
• You can pick a random token from another player (who will have to hide
his tokens upside down when picking). Only this Power Operation can be
used if there are no more tokens left in the Stockpile.
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Déroulement du jeu
Combinations

Chain
If the player completes another Power Operation after placing his new
token on the surface:
• He can once again pick a token from the Stockpile and place it on the
surface.
• The sequence has no limits.

Cross power
If the player manages to complete a Power Operation simultaneously in a
row AND in a column:
• He can fetch and play TWO pieces, respecting the actions depending on
the type of performed Power Operation.
• Example:

Squared operation

Cubed operation

12
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Mode Survolté

The real flavor of Picobo is here.
More complex to learn, longer to master ... but so much fun. Anything
can happen here. Did you think you'd win? All of a sudden everything
can change.
Your juniors and your seniors will have the opportunity to fool you.
You are warned!
You can refer to this symbol to
locate the Survolté mode.
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Déroulement
Set
up tokens du jeu
Difficult
The set up tokens are the same as in High Voltage mode (Picobo Classic).
However, we guarantee that the game becomes completely different
afterwards!

Average duration

Number of players

30 min

2

30 min

3

30 min

4

30 min

5

16
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Set up tokens

The « Survolté
Disposition
des»pièces
Stockpile

Unlike the optional Stockpile (see The Stockpile), the Survolté Stockpile is
mandatory. Also, you don't need to have performed a Power Operation to
use it.

Number of players

Stockpile tokens

2

3

4

5

13
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Mystery tokens

Mystery tokens must be placed in the
Stockpile. When drawn, these tokens can
be played immediately or placed in the
player's hand.

Beware: As long as the token has not been played, it can be stolen by
another player! (Account for 1 action)
Power Supply
• Gives the player the right to take any played Power Supply and move it
elsewhere on the surface, in an available space, respecting the
checkerboard (alternating dark and light pieces).
Connector
• Gives the player the right to take any played Connector and move it
elsewhere on the surface, in an available space, respecting the
checkerboard (alternating dark and light pieces).
• Note: The player must discard the piece once used. Mystery tokens can
therefore only be used once during the game.
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Picobos Elements (1)

Each Picobo has a unique
Element. This Element has the
power to influence the game.

Field of actions
• The effect of an Element can only act on the row and column of the
activated Picobo.
• In addition, its field of action is limited to the tokens located between this
Picobo and the next encounted Picobo on the row or column.
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Picobos Elements (2)

Hydrobo

Hydraulic Picobo
Element: Water
Power: Influencing the currents
When activated, it can:
• Exchange 2 Connectors located in its field
of action.

-2

2
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Picobos Elements (3)

Héliobo

Solar Picobo
Element: Sun
Power: Reorienting the energy
When activated, it can:
• Exchange 2 Energy Supplies located in its
field of action.

2

-2
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Picobos Elements (4)

Géobo

Geothermal Picobo
Element: Soil
Power: Move under the ground
When activated, it can:
• Exchange its place with a Connector located in
its field of action.

2

6
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Picobos Elements (5)

Biobo

Biomass Picobo
Element: Organic matter
Power: Gobble up an energy source
When activated, it can:
• Absorb (remove from the surface and place in
his hand) a Power Supply located in its field of
action.

-2

2
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Picobos Elements (6)

Anémobo

Wind Picobo
Element: Wind
Power: Blow or suck flows
When activated, it can:
• Move itself as well as the rest of the tokens
placed in the row or column located in his field
of action.

• It can only move the tokens from two spaces, in the same direction as
the row (horizontally) or the column (vertically).
• There must be available space to do so.

2

6
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Activation of Elements (1)

In Survolté mode only, a Picobo is placed face down first on the surface.
• Once a Picobo has been placed on the surface, its Element can now be
activated.

• When an Element is activated, the Picobo must be turned upwards. This
indicates that its Element has been used and is no longer available
during this game.

• During the game, each player therefore has at his disposal a total of 3
activations of Elements (one per Picobo).
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Activation of Elements (2)

If playing with the "Dugas" rule (See "Dugas" rule):
• After activating its Element, if the Picobo is then in the same row or
column as a hidden Connector (and before the next encountered Picobo),
the latter must be flipped and revealed permanently.
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Actions

Thus, in Survolté mode, several types of actions are possible:
• Place a token on the surface.
• Draw a token from the Stockpile
• Steal a Mystery token from another player (see Mystery Tokens).
• Activate the Element of one of your Picobos (see Activation of Elements).
• After performing a Power Operation (see Power Operations), play an
additional action by drawing a token from the Stockpile.

During his turn, the player has several game options available:
• Play 2 different actions.
Example: Draw in the Stockpile and activate the Element of one of his
Picobos.
• Play the same action twice.
Example: Place two tokens on the surface.
• Only play once.
Example: Steal a Mystery token from another player.
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Game play

Once the rules are well integrated, you are ready to start a game!
In Survolté mode, the game follows its course in the same way as in
Picobo Classic.
If you are not already familiar with with how the game works, refer
yourself to the "Picobo Classic - Basic Instructions" booklet:

How to play ............................... p. 16

End of the game ..................... p. 20

•
•
•
•

• Winner ....................................... p. 21
• Next game ............................... p. 22

Who starts ............................... p. 16
Setting up ................................. p. 17
Checkerboard ......................... p. 18
Strategies ................................. p. 19

You can also refresh your memory on the role of the tokens while you are
at it!

Let the fun begin!
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Actions
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Legal

Entirely designed, manufactured and assembled
in the Montreal region (Quebec, Canada). Local
and sustainable choice.

CAUTION: Not suitable for children under 3 years old. Small
elements. Danger of suffocation. Information to keep.

Picobo™ is the first product made by Conception Gaïaninja.
© 2018-2019 Conception Gaïaninja.
CGN-001
Game concepts and illustrations by Philippe D. Côté.

Gaianinja.com
Conception Gaïaninja
7675 St-Laurent boul., Suite 200
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
H2R 1W9

Modular + Evolutive = Unpredictable!
The best way to understand is to try it.

